
MUASC Snow Ball Post Event Report: 

 

As July was coming to an end the members of the Massey University Albany 

Snow Club desperately needed to feel the snow under their skis and boards again. 

Everything fell into place and perfect weather forecasts combined with the 

upcoming Snowball event made this the ideal time for a club trip. The snowball is 

an annual event said to be the biggest party of the season. It is held at the 

Powderkeg restaurant and bar, a timeless venue well known for its great food, 

vibrant nightlife and upmarket feel. It was back for the fourth year running and 

boasted a selection of top shelf local acts like Bulletproof, Beat Mafia, Dean 

Campbell and many more all supplied by the legendary hosts George FM. A 

special thanks to the committee for making it possible for the club members to go 

down through subsidization, without it many of our members would not be able to 

partake in our activities. 

  

The club event kicked off with five of the clubs avid snow loving members 

departing a sleepy Auckland at 0400 Thursday morning. All piled into the Massey 

Student Association van along with gear and luggage, feeling cosy and warm, we 

set off. The 5 hour drive seemed to disappear like mist before the rising sun. In 

what felt like no time at all we were having our breakfast at the Taumarunui 

McDonalds, a place that has seemed to become an iconic stopping point on the 

road to Mt Ruapehu. Shortly after finishing our breakfast we were greeted by an 

updated snow report promising “bluebird” conditions! The clear skies also made it 

easy to play a round of the classic “who can the spot the snow first” game. After a 

short stop in Ohakune we ecstatically and eagerly headed up Mountain Road to the 

summit!  

 

A Few Club Members In The Van And The First Glimpse Of A Distant MT 

Ruapehu 



 

 

Once at the summit nothing could break our spirits! Even after being held back for 

a considerable amount of time so chains could be applied to our vehicle none of us 

could wipe the smiles off our faces. The clear skies and idyllic conditions held 

virtually right to the end of our day ensuring we all had an epic time! The day was 

also made extremely enjoyable by how great everyone in the club got along. It was 

great to see especially as most of the people on the trip had only met once before 

on a previous club trip.It even was one members first ever club trip! 

After an amazing day on the snow we headed back down to the heart of Ohakune 

and  checked into LKNZ Backpackers, our home for the next few days. It was a 

wonderful place with friendly staff and all the facilities one would expect, like a 

drying room, along with some added bonus like ping pong and foosball tables. It 

also had an incredibly diverse and social mix of foreigners and kiwis which made 

for a very interesting and pleasant stay. After showers and dinner we all agreed that 

after our 3am rise and full day on the snow it would be best to have an early first 

night. Even though the idea was to go straight to sleep with five of us packed into a 

room there was plenty of banter and laughs to keep us up for a few more minutes. 

 

The View As We Waited To Have Our Chains Fitted 

 

 

A Few Members Packed Into The Room Along With A Shot Of LKNZ 



 

 

On Friday morning we were woken up to Manu, our club president's alarm. It 

continuously went off for about 10 minutes as we all struggled with the complex 

mathematical equation that requires solving before it stops. We were a little sad 

after checking the snow report only to see that the previous days perfect conditions 

had not hung around and that some chair lifts were not going to be opened at all. 

We decided to stay in Ohakune for the morning and head up to the mountain a bit 

later as conditions were predicted to improve throughout the day  However 

considering the intensity of the day before, I think a lot of us were also quietly 

thankful for the sleep-in! Around midday another club member, Caroline, joined us 

and we made our way to the snowy slopes of Turoa. Again it was fantastic to see 

how welcoming the club was and how easy it was for all the new members, like 

Caroline, to fit and make friends. When we arrived at Turoa the conditions were 

very poor but thankfully they only get better. After about 30 minutes of us being 

there the sun started breaking through the clouds giving us near perfect visibility! 

The improved conditions, a near empty mountain and the club member's all round 

great attitudes made for a another great half day on the snow! Some of the member 

even took to recording each others runs down the mountain which was really cool! 

Later that afternoon we headed back to our backpackers to have our dinners and 

prepare for the arrival of the final group of club members. After dinner a few 

members used the clubs edging and waxing to get their gear in ship-shape 

condition which was also a great team building experience. Afterwards we all 

played cards and socialized until around midnight when the rest of the members 

arrived, bringing the total amount of club members to 12! A great turn out and 

again a huge thank you to the committee for the subsidization of trips making it 

possible for so many member to enjoy the snow. 

 

Some Screen Captures Of Footage Recorded On Friday 



 

 

When we woke up on Saturday we couldn't believe our eyes to see that the weather 

forecast again promised near perfect condition for the whole day! The exciting 

news was more than enough to get all of the club members out of bed and ready by 

8am, an amazing feat for any university student! We were on the mountain parking 

up the van by 9am and everyone was rushing to put on or strap down any last bits 

of their gear, eager to get on the snow! The amazing conditions gave everyone an 

all round incredible day and even though the mountain was very busy and lines for 

the chair lifts were lengthy at the best of times everyone genuinely had a fantastic 

day! Some of the braver club members took advantage of the clear conditions by 

walking all the way to the summit of the mountain, a truly remarkable and 

spectacular achievement which I'm sure they are not soon to forget. 

 

Saterday: Perfect Conditions And Big Crowds  

 

Some Of Our Member's Climb To The Summit  



 

 

After yet another great day on the snow everyone's excitement and happiness 

levels were really high and with our next stop being the snowball nothing was 

going to dampen our mood! Getting ready with our fellow club members was great 

as by this point we had become much more than just a bunch of people that belong 

to the same club. All the member's open and friendly natures and attitudes has 

made this a sublime club to be part of and has become a place where many 

friendships have been found. After dinner and some pre-party socializing we 

headed to the snowball for what was, needless to say, a great night with lots of 

dancing, laughing and fun! Some of the members left around 1am to get a good 

nights sleep while other, more motivated, members stayed much later and took full 

advantage of the great atmosphere the snowball had to offer. It was also good to 

see that all the members acted responsibly on the night and that everyone was safe 

both at the event and in getting home. 

 

Some Snaps From The George FM Snowball Of The Crowd 



 

 

 

Unfortunately when we woke up on Sunday bad weather has set in and conditions 

on the mountain had dropped to futile at best. However we decided that we would 

cross our fingers, hope condition improve and head up anyway! On the mountain 

we battled the conditions until, one by one, we all gave up. Finally we all met at 

the cafe and decided that it was time to hit the long road back to Auckland. Even 

though the drive back was filled with long silent spells, lots of micro sleeps and 

exhausted faces everywhere one looked there was a definite unspoken feeling of 

contentness. Everyone had a stunning experience and wonderful trip with lots of 

memory worthy movements. 

 

Thank you Massey CGSC for subsidizing this trip and thank you to the Massey 

Albany ASA for the use of their van. This event was a great opportunity for more 

members to get acquainted and enjoy both the snow and snowball. I am sure many 

more good times will be had at Turoa with MUASC! 

 

Written by McInnes Taljaard 

On behalf of MUASC 

 


